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Imaging the interior structure of comets and asteroids in 3D holds the key for understand-
ing early Solar System and planetary processes, aids mitigation of collisional hazards, and
enables future space investigation. 3D wavefield extrapolation of time-domain finite differ-
ences, which is referred to as reverse-time migration (RTM), is a tool to provide high-quality
images of the complex 3D-internal structure of the target. Instead of a type of acquisition
that separately deploys one orbiting and one landing satellite, I discuss dual orbiter systems,
where transmitter and receiver satellites orbit around the asteroid target at different speeds.
The dual orbiter acquisition can provide multi-offset data that improve the image quality by
illuminating the target from different directions and by attenuating coherent noise caused by
wavefield multi-pathing. Shot-record imaging requires dense and evenly distributed receiver
coordinates to fully image the interior structure at every source-location.
I illustrate a 3D imaging method on a complex asteroid model based on the asteroid
433 Eros using realistic data generated from different acquisition designs for the dual orbiter
system. In realistic 3D acquisition, the distribution and number of receivers are limited
by the acquisition time, revolving speed and direction of both the transmitter and receiver
satellites, and the rotation of the asteroid. The migrated image quality depends on different
acquisition parameters (i.e., source frequency bandwidth, acquisition time, the spinning rate
of the asteroid) and the intrinsic asteroid medium parameters (i.e., the asteroid attenuation
factor and an accurate velocity model).
A critical element in reconstructing the interior of an asteroid is to have different ac-
quisition designs, where the transmitter and receivers revolve quasi-continuously in different
inclinational and latitudinal directions and offer evenly distributed receiver coordinates in
the shot-record domain. Among different acquisition designs, the simplest orbit (where the
transmitter satellite is fixed in the longitudinal plane and the receiver plane gradually shifts
iii
in the latitudinal direction around the asteroid target) offers the best data coverage and
requires the least energy to shift the satellite. To obtain reasonable coverage for successfully
imaging the asteroid interior, the selected acquisition takes up to eight months. However,
this mission is attainable because the propulsion requirements are small due to the slow (<
10 cm/s) orbital velocities around a kilometer-sized asteroid.
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Asteroids and comets give primary evidence of the composition and dynamic, collisional,
and thermal evolution of the early Solar System (Bottke et al., 2002; Festou et al., 2004). The
interior structure of asteroids and comets holds the key for understanding the differentiation,
impact, disruption, and reassembly history of the early planetary processes (Binzel et al.,
2003). Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) are of main interest for space investigation because of
their possible collision risk with Earth (Chapman, 2004) and because they are accessible to
exploration, e.g. with the robotic Asteroid Retrieval Mission (ARM) proposed by NASA in
2010 (Brophy et al., 2012).
The interior of asteroids and comets is considered a complex target. Many geophysical
methods such as the gravity method (Hilton, 2002), the magnetic method, and electro-
magnetic (EM) induction sounding (Grimm, 2009) are possible instruments for exploration,
but their limitations prevent successful imaging of small interior objects. Wavefield meth-
ods such as seismic (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995) and electromagnetic wave propagation, e.g.,
ground penetrating radar (GPR) (Daniels, 2004), offer the highest resolution for imaging
the complex internal structure of asteroids and comets.
In this thesis, instead of discussing seismic methods, which are limited by the fact that
their sensors and instruments need to be coupled with the target surface (Henrique et al.,
1999; Huebner and Greenberg, 2001; Walker et al., 2006), I implement radiowave (radar)
exploration. The radar techniques appear to be simple, effective, and feasible in terms of
acquisition and imaging design primarily because they do not require instruments in direct
contact with the studied object. Radiowave acquisition can be separated into two experi-
mental setups: transmission and reflection. The transmission experiment takes place when
the electromagnetic wave propagates through the medium and is recorded at the opposite
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side of the internal surface. In the reflection experiment, the wave propagates inside the
target, reflects at discontinuities inside the structure under investigation, and gets recorded
back at the source location. The transmission and the reflection experiments are comparable
to the tomography and surface imaging experiments in seismic, respectively.
The feasibility of using transmission data for tomography and reflection data for imaging
asteroids and comets has been presented by Safaeinili et al. (2002) and Richardson et al.
(2002). The Comet Nucleus Sounding Experiment by Radio wave Transmission (CONSERT)
of the Rosetta mission (Kofman et al., 2007) will conduct an internal imaging project us-
ing transmission traveltime tomography on the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The
CONSERT experiment seeks to run tomography experiments using different source locations
provided by a moving orbiter and a stationary receiver attached to the the comet (Kofman
et al., 2007). Even when using reflected data from the internal structure to improve the
image quality, the resolution of the internal imaging is still limited because of the single
receiver (Barriot et al., 1999; Benna et al., 2004).
Sava et al. (2014) and Grimm et al. (2014) compare single-orbiter acquisition with dual-
orbiter acquisition and the corresponding imaging in 2D. They demonstrate that multiple
orbiters, rather than a single orbiter, offer a variety of illumination and thus provide better
resolution for reflection imaging. The dual-orbiter acquisition creates multi-offset data that
enhances the signal-to-noise ratio over single-offset imaging. Therefore, in this thesis, I focus
my attention on 3D imaging using dual-orbiter acquisition, and do not discuss the alternative
single-orbiter setup.
In the following, I introduce the 3D acquisition and navigation design of the dual-orbiter
experiment, demonstrate the ideal scenarios for 3D acquisition, and generate 3D images of
an asteroid using both hypothetical setups and realistic orbits. I show the navigation and
acquisition tools required for determining the needed acquisition time during the dual-orbiter
experiment and show the corresponding internal images resulting from different experiment
configurations. The electromagnetic properties of the asteroid model and the sensitivity of
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the velocity model in 2D are already discussed in the paper by Grimm et al. (2014). In this
thesis, I address the following research questions:
• What is a suitable experimental setup for 3D imaging of an asteroid target?
• What type of wave equation can be used for forward modeling and how can I incor-
porate attenuation effects (caused when electromagnetic waves propagate inside the
conductive media) into this equation?
• What are the optimal navigation parameters and designs to maximize 3D data coverage
for dual-orbiter acquisition? What are the limitations for obtaining full coverage?
What are the tradeoffs between acquisition cost and the quality of migrated images?
• What factors determine good quality images in shot-record migration?
• What is an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio in the migrated images?
• Given the same limited survey time and resources, what criteria can one use to select
the best 3D acquisition design? How does the migrated image obtained from sparse
and irregular realistic acquisition compare with the image obtained using an ideal
acquisition design with uniform and dense data coverage?
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CHAPTER 2
3D ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE EQUATION MODELING
The Telegraph equation is a diffusive electromagnetic wave equation that is derived from
Maxwell’s equations, illustrating the foundational ideas behind classic electrodynamics. Un-
der the assumption of free charges and currents, I derive the scalar-telegraph electromagnetic
equation that is used in the 3D modeling section.
2.1 Electromagnetic wave equation and finite difference scheme
Maxwell (1861) presented four partial differential equations that describe how an electric
field can be created by a change in a magnetic field and vice versa. Electric and magnetic
fields can also be created by existing charges and currents (Lorrain and Corson, 1962). The
first of these equations, Gauss’s law, relates the distribution and quantity of electric charges
to the magnitude of the electric field as shown in
∇ · E = 1
ε0
ρ, (2.1)
where E is the electric field, ρ is the electric charge, and ε0 is the electric permittivity of
space.
The second equation shows that since magnetic fields propagate perpendicular to the
electric field direction, which is parallel to the gradient of the electric field direction, the
divergence of magnetic fields is zero:
∇ ·B = 0, (2.2)
where B is the magnetic field.
The third equation, Faraday’s law, is the generalization of electromagnetic induction and
relates the time-varying magnetic fields to the spatially-varying electric fields as shown in




Finally, Ampere’s law connects the magnetic field that is generated by currents and the
time-varying electric field as shown in




where µ0 is the magnetic permeability and J is the electric current quanity. In this repre-
sentation of Maxwell’s equations, the electric field is generated by a charge (ρ) or by the
changing magnetic field (∂B/∂t). Similarly, the magnetic field can be induced by a current
(J) or by the changing electric field (∂E/∂t) (Griffiths, 2008).
In a vacuum or charge-free space, an inhomogeneous electromagnetic wave equation is
created under the assumption of neither charges (ρ) nor currents (J), and dielectric per-
mittivity (ε) of the medium is varying in space, but the magnetic permeability (µ) of the
medium is constant. Using Faraday’s law (equation 2.3), one substitutes the magnetic fields
(B) with µH, where H is the strength of the magnetic field or auxiliary magnetic field, to
obtain
∇× E = −µ∂H
∂t
. (2.5)
Applying the curl operation to both sides of equation 2.5 yields






Next, I apply the vector calculus identity∇×(∇× E) = ∇ (∇ · E)−∇2E, swap the space
and time derivatives, and take µ outside the derivatives under the assumption that different
medium materials respond to the same degree of magnetization, assuming µ is constant in
space or ∇µ = 0. Then equation 2.6 simplifies to
∇ (∇ · E)−∇2E = −µ∂ (∇×H)
∂t
. (2.7)
Under the assumption of free charges and currents, ∇·E = 0; then one substitutes ∇×H
with ε∂E/∂t+ σE in equation 2.7 to obtain

















The parameters controlling this wave equation are electric permittivity (ε), which mea-
sures the electric field that is generated per charge in the dielectric medium; magnetic per-
meability (µ) , which indicates the level of magnetization of the medium; and conductivity
(σ), which determines the attenuation of the propagating waves.
The scalar imaging method (successfully implemented in remote sensing and seismic
experiments) is an established means for processing ground penetrating radar (GPR) data
(Grasmueck, 1996; Johansson and Mast, 1994; Lopez-Sanchez and Fortuny-Guasch, 2000).
To accurately model GPR wave propagation and scattering, one must take into account the
characteristic of the antenna radiation and vectorial nature of the radar wave i.e., angle-
dependent amplitude and polarization variations (Annan et al., 1975; Kruk et al., 2003).
Because the electromagnetic and elastic wave equations share many similarities in term of
wave propagation kinematics (e.g., propagation time, medium velocity, and reflection an ad
diffraction responses at discontinuities), GPR imaging using the scalar wave assumption is
possible (Fisher et al., 1992). Unfortunately, the scalar-imaging approach cannot correctly
retrieve polarization and interface partitioning information of a radar wave.
However, there are number of techniques that use scalar imaging and include the an-
tenna radiation characteristic in GPR data processing. Example of these techniques are
pseudoscalar wavefield using 3D Kirchhoff time-migration scheme (Moran et al., 2000) and
Slipt step Fourier migration (Sena et al., 2003). In this thesis, I investigate the 3D imaging
that dominately depedends on the interior geometry (reflectivity) of an asteroid target.
For the wave modeling scheme, I employ the time-domain electromagnetic Telegraph
equation, which resembles an acoustic equation with the addition of the diffusion term,
including electric permittivity, magnetic permeability, and conductivity parameters in the
equation.
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Under the assumption that the changes in wave polarization at interfaces (especially
curved interfaces) are small, it is possible for the scalar representation of electric fields in the
Telegraph equation to preserve the kinematics of the wave equation. However, the dispersion
effect is much more severe with radar than with seismic due to conductivity and the influence
of dielectric relaxation. Thus, I assume that I can utilize the Telegraph equation (2.10) to



















where E+ is the scalar electric field at the forward time step (t + 1), E is the electric field
at the current time step (t), and E− is the electric field at the backward time step (t − 1).






(E+ − E−) + E+ − 2E + E−, (2.12)




















This form of the Telegraph equation implies that the propagating wavefield is attenuated
in space, and the attenuation does not depend on frequency. The diffusion term attenuates
the wavefield in a conductive medium. Thus, when conductivity(σ) is zero and µε = 1/v2,
then the electromagnetic finite difference model is acoustic.
2.2 3D model building
I test my finite-difference simulation of wave propagation in a 3D model based on asteroid
Eros 433 (Gaskell, 2008) with dielectric parameters using a 3D synthetic asteroid model
provided by Grimm et al. (2014). The model is scaled down from the Eros geometry of
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34.4 x 11.2 x 11.2 km3 to 1 x 0.3 x 0.3 km3. The asteroid model is similar to the OSIRIS-
Rex mission target, 101955 Bennu (Nolan et al., 2013).
For an imaging study, the interior structure of a synthetic asteroid model is considered
a rubble pile (Richardson et al., 2002; Weissman et al., 2004) with monolithic (fine-grained)
rock or ice materials. The model also consists of fractures and blocks of rock in situ (Richard-
son et al., 2002). With the two components of rubble piles and rocks, the size-frequency
distribution (SFD) of the internal structure can provide clues about the collisional history
of an asteroid (Durda et al., 2007; Leinhardt et al., 2000; Michel et al., 2004).
The interior structure of the model consists of varying sizes of spherical objects (repre-
senting rock) simulated using the geometric algorithm of Tanga et al. (1999). The interior of
the model has 50% rock fragments and 50% regolith (loose material). Grimm et al. (2014)
assume that the rock fragments have a density of 3.0 g/cm3 and the regolith has a density
of 1.0 g/cm3. The asteroid model then has a bulk density of 2.0 g/cm3, which is the same
as the mean S and C types of asteroid bulk density (Carry, 2012).
Table 2.1: Electromangetic parameters for the asteroid model
Rock Regolith Space units
d 3.00 1.00 0 g/cm3
ε′ 6.86 1.93 1 -
v 0.11 0.22 0.30 m/ns
µ0 1.25 1.25 1.25 10
−6 H/m
σ 0.001 0.0005 0 S/m
The wave velocity can be calculated by converting the density to a relative dielectric
constant ε′ = εr/ε0 = 1.93
d using the relationship developed for lunar rocks by Olhoeft and
Strangway (1975), and ε′ = 1.93 is obtained for regolith and 6.86, for rock, where ε0 is the





ε0 ≈ 8.85x10−7 F/m, and the magnetic permeability of space (µ0) ≈ 1.25x10−6 H/m; the
result is vrock = 0.11 m/ns and vregolith = 0.22 m/ns, as shown in Table 2.1.
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The model also has different conductivity values that control the model attenuation.
Electromagnetic waves are attenuated due to wave-scattering from medium dielectric dif-
ferences and to intrinsic absorption (Grimm et al., 2006). The attenuation from structures
that are larger than the wavelength, e.g., dielectric contrasts, are detected from wave mod-
eling; the attenuation from structures that are smaller than a wavelength and the intrinsic
absorption can be calculated using a loss tangent tan δ. The attenuation calculation relates
to the skin depth measurement, tan δ = v/πfs = λ/πs, where f is the frequency, λ is the
wavelength in the object, and s is the skin depth (Grimm et al., 2006).
For chondritic asteroids, Heggy et al. (2006) calculate tan δ < 0.005 from 10-100 MHz
frequency. Thus in this case, scattering dominates the attenuation in the medium. Using
the 20-25 MHz of GPR attenuation studies conducted by Grimm et al. (2006) and the
20 MHz orbital radar penetration studies by Stillman and Grimm (2011), one can scale
tan δ ∝ 1/
√
f , which is the average between a constant loss tangent (used in the multiple
overlapping dielectric loss mechanisms) and tan δ ∝ 1/f (suitable for constant electrical
conductivity). Table 2.2 shows the frequency-dependent attenuation (for 5, 10, and 15 MHz)
that is calculated from the above formulation. In this thesis, I use 10 MHz for the source
frequency and its corresponding attenuation (for high, medium, low, and very low), which
are listed in the middle column of Table 2.2. Since, the level of attenuation is proportional
to the conductivity in an object medium, I can calculate the correct model conductivity and
input this parameter into a wavefield reconstruction step, which is discussed in Chapter 3,
to take the attenuation effect into account.
The velocity and the electromagnetic parameters (e.g., the attenuation model of space,
regolith, and rock) are also used in the model following Grimm’s assumptions about the
physical property of an asteroid. Further discussion about the 3D model building can be
found in the paper by Grimm et al. (2014).
In this thesis, I perform wavefield modeling with a seismic Ricker wavelet with a center
frequency of 10 MHz. The 10 MHz frequency is in the range of existing space exploration
9
Table 2.2: Attenuation model
Case 5 MHz 10 MHz 15 MHz
Very Low 3.2x10−6 3.20x10−6 3.2x10−6
Low 3.6x10−5 4.85x10−5 6.1x10−5
Medium 1.1x10−4 1.45x10−4 1.8x10−4
High 3.6x10−4 4.85x10−4 6.1x10−4
Figure 2.1: 3D synthetic velocity model based on asteroid Eros 433. The model consists of
spherical blocks that represent rock fractures (darker color) and the matrix around the rock
that represents regolith (softer color). The upper right figure shows 3D slices through the
asteroid model in 3D view.
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instruments (i.e., Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS:
Picardi et al. (2004)) and the 20 MHz Mars Shallow Subsuface Radar (SHARAD: Seu et al.
(2007))); the 10 MHz frequency is also in the range of the radio reflection tomography study
of Safaeinili et al. (2005). The trade-off relationship between the imaging resolution and the
depth of investigation is significant in the electromagnetic survey. The higher the frequency
of the wavelet, the better the contrast of the imaging. However, the high frequency source
propagates a shorter distance and has higher attenuation effects. With the constant grid size
of the asteroid model, the higher frequency wavelet is undersampled and this creates aliasing
artifacts. Thus, due to the limits of computational resources, I select the center frequency
of 10 MHz, which does not reach the SHARAD-like frequency.
2.3 Wavefield and data
In common seismic exploration, multi-offset data are acquired at multiple receivers (dis-
tributed on the ground above the target) for a single transmitter. This variety in data offset
creates better illumination of the survey target and improves image quality. However, such
an acquisition design is not possible to use with small objects such as asteroids. Hence to
mimic the above acquisition, Grimm et al. (2014); Sava et al. (2014) discuss the dual orbiter
system design. Instead of a single spacecraft acting as both a transmitter and a receiver, I
propose using two spacecrafts that are placed in two different orbiting trajectories and mov-
ing at different speeds around the center of the asteroid target. The speed of each orbiting
spacecraft can easily be altered by changing the orbiting radius of the spacecraft relative
to the asteroid target. Orbiting spacecrafts, acting as transmitters and receivers, would
carry radar antennas (with broadband frequency equipment) and generate electromagnetic
waves that interact with the target interior. Within the acquisition time, the transmitter
revolves around the target and repeatedly comes back to a given location, while the receiver
is located each time at a different position, corresponding to the transmitter location. The
data (corresponding to a given transmitter location, but with difference receiver locations)
is multi-offset and is called shot gathers in seismic exploration. The longer the acquisition
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time, the more angles of illumination, resulting in better migrated image quality.
In the 3D realistic acquisition chapter, I show actual 3D designs with realistic survey
parameters and address the limitations for getting good data coverage, which determines
image quality in the imaging step. Here, I create the ideal 3D acquisition design using a
geodesic dome concept to generate transmitter and receiver coordinates for modeling the
wavefield and data. Then, I show an efficient technique for modeling wave propagation in a
void space. I window the data to obtain the source data, which is located within a 60-degree
reflection angle, and then input this information to generate the wavefields (Figure 2.5).
Then, I use this reflected data (Figure 2.6) for imaging the asteroid.
Since the image quality depends on the density and distribution of receiver coordinates
(as illustrated in the 3D imaging chapter), the geodesic dome is an essential tool for evenly
distributing the transmitter and receiver locations on the spherical surface. A network
of equilateral triangles form the dome, and the number of triangles is determined by the
number of equally distributed coordinates (triangular vertices) on the sphere. The radius
of the geodesic dome determines its size and its surface area. With equal distribution of
triangles on the sphere, transmitter and receiver coordinates (represented by the midpoints
of each triangle) are evenly distributed in the space.
In the ideal acquisition and imaging design, the source geodesic dome has 320 equilateral
triangles and the receiver geodesic dome has 80,000 triangles evenly distributed on the sphere.
Each geodesic dome has its own set of triangles, and the target triangles (representing source
locations) are selected to perform the shot-record experiment. This experiment requires
larger area triangles for the transmitter geodesic dome, which is located at a far array at 1.9
km radius, and smaller area triangles for the receiver geodesic dome (near array), which is
located at 0.55 km from the asteroid target as shown in Figure 4.21.
With dual-orbiter system, each transmitter is associated with its own set of receivers on
the near-array. For the migration step, I restrict the receivers to within a 60-degree aperture.
The following steps comprise the numerical experiments:
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• Shift the source using analytic Green’s functions from the transmitter (located at 1.9
km) to closer orbits around the asteroid target (located at 0.55 km) (Figure 2.3). This
technique reduces the computing time in the void space, since wave analytic Green’s
functions in void space are fast to compute.
• Simulate wave propagation both toward the asteroid model and reflecting backward
from the model using time-domain finite difference modeling with the source location
at the closer geodesic dome surface (Figure 2.5). Then, the data are collected at the
same closer orbits (near array) (Figure 2.6).
• Relocate the acquired wavefields, using the analytic Green’s function, from the near-
array orbits to the receiver locations.
In this chapter, I use electromagnetic waves similar to existing radar-system instruments
(Kofman et al., 2007) in space. The time-domain electromagnetic Telegraph equation is
implemented to explain the wave propagation with the scalar representation of electric fields.
The model parameters, which include dielectric properties and attenuation, are assigned
for a 3D imaging experiment. I use a Ricker wavelet with a frequency of 10 MHz under
the assumption that such radar instruments can transmit and record broadband waveforms.
Then, I generate multi-offset data from reflection experiments with a dual-orbiter acquisition
system. This chapter explains the wavefield recontruction step, which is one of the two
components for 3D imaging. In Chapter 3, the multi-offset data is used to reconstruct the






























































































































Figure 2.2: Shot locations are evenly distributed on the source geodesic dome (1.9 km
radius). The receiver geodesic dome is dense and located at a 0.55 km radius. Each shot
location has its own shot-record receiver coordinates within a small region corresponding to
60 degrees aperture relative to shots (a) 0, (b) 64, (c) 128, (d) 192
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.3: Using the analytic Green’s function, I shift the source wavelet from the transmit-
ter (located at 1.9 km) to the closer orbits (0.55 km radius) around the asteroid target. The





Figure 2.4: Wave propagation using a time-domain electromagnetic finite difference scheme.





Figure 2.5: Wavefield snapshots (zoomed in view of Figure 2.4) at panel (a) of Figure 2.2
for time (a) 1000 ns and (b) 1250 ns. These snapshots illustrate the complex and attenuative
wavefields when the wave propagates into the asteroid model.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 2.6: Reflected data (collected on receiver geodesic dome) located at 0.55 km radius
(near array). In these figures, I show the attenuation effect using different conductivity
levels inside the asteroid model. Observed data (without attenuation) correspond to source
and receiver coordinates from panels (a)-(d) in Figure 2.2 are shown in (a)-(d), respectively.





In the process of imaging the interior of an asteroid, I use conventional seismic imaging
techniques under the assumption of the scalar wavefield and single scattering wave propaga-
tion. Such wavefield-based imaging methods have been successfully applied both in seismic
exploration (Berkhout, 1984; Claerbout, 1986) and for electromagnetic survey (Miller et al.,
2010; Reynolds, 2011).
This wavefield imaging formulation involves two procedures: wavefield reconstruction
and application of the imaging condition.
3.1 Wavefield reconstruction and imaging condition
The first element of this imaging method, wavefield reconstruction, is a process that
creates wavefields inside the target using the governing wave equation. In Chapter 2, I derive
the Telegraph equation (equation 2.10), which accounts for the dielectric parameters (electric
permittivity ε and magnetic permeability µ) and the attenuation parameter(conductivity
σ). This equation is a special case of the electromagnetic wave equation and explains wave
propagation and scattering inside the asteroid:






−∇2E = f(x, t), (3.1)
where L is a wave operator consisting of dielectric medium parameters, ε(x) and µ(x), and
attenuation variable σ(x), and E(x, t) is the wavefield (electric scalar field), which is four-
dimensional array of space x = {x, y, z} and time (t). The source function f(x, t) varies
according to space (the position of the transmitter and receiver) and time. The impact of
attenuation on the imaging is addressed in Chapter 2.
Here, I define two conventional terms used in wavefield imaging methods: a source wave-
field and a receiver wavefield. The source wavefield is the wave that originates at the source
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location and propagates toward the target before interacting with interior discontinuities of
the target. The receiver wavefield is the reflected wave that originates at subsurface discon-
tinuities, propagates through the medium, and is recorded at the receiver locations. When
one uses the correct wave equation that explains wave propagation, any incongruity between
the two wavefields demonstrates that the wavefield reconstructions is incorrect and is, in this
case, caused by incorrect model parameters.
The source and receiver wavefields, Es and Er respectively, are created with the same
wave-equation and model parameters. The source wavefield propagates forward in time
L(µ, ε, σ)[Es] = Ds(s,+t), (3.2)
where Ds is a source function at the source location. The receiver wavefield propagates
backward in time
L(µ, ε, σ)[Er] = Dr(r,+t), (3.3)
where Dr is received data located at the receiver coordinates.
The second component of this wavefield imaging method, the imaging condition, is an
operation which reveals information about the discontinuity inside the target using recon-
structed wavefields that were created from wavefield reconstruction (Berkhout, 1984; Claer-
bout, 1986). With the dual orbiter systems, multi-offset data is acquired from different
spacecrafts (transmitters and receivers) and collected from the different propagation paths
with varying illumination.
Reflectivity information in space x = (x, y, z) is calculated using conventional cross-
correlation imaging condition of the source and the receiver wavefields in time (Claerbout,




Es (x, t) Er (x, t) , (3.4)
The migrated image from each experiment Re(x) offers information about the reflector
using varied illumination. The summation over shot experiments maximize signal-to-noise
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ratio by increasing reflector amplitude and attenuating coherent noise from potential arti-





where Ne is the number of experiments.
In the following experiments, I apply the above seismic imaging approach to image the
interior of a 3D asteroid. As indicated in the preceding chapter, the sources are placed
at 1.9 km from the target origin and are evenly distributed on the spherical surface on a
geodesic-dome. The corresponding receivers are selected within the reflection angle (assigned
aperture of 60 degrees).
Figure 3.1 shows 3D images obtained with a varying number of experiments (Ne) using
medium attenuation, 10 MHz frequency, and the true velocity model. The increasing number
of experiments improves image quality. The source geodesic dome (in the upper right of each
migrated image) shows even distribution of the source location around the asteroid target.
The selected source location is represented by red patches.
The complete experiment allows for 320 shot locations as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The
corresponding migrated image for the complete experiment demonstrates a high signal-to-
noise ratio of the asteroid target. With the medium attenuation of rock and regolith, the
wavefield is attenuated before reaching the center of the asteroid, resulting in an unclear
structure inside the asteroid target. For the two-shot experiment, as shown in Figure 3.1(d),
the migrated image represents one illumination angle at the source location and fails to give
a good interpretation of this 3D image.
3.2 Migrated image quality using varied receiver coverage
The coverage and density of the shot-record receivers determine the migrated image qual-
ity. The greater the number of receivers, the higher the signal-to-noise ratio resulting during
the imaging condition. In the ideal acquisition design, I use a geodesic dome with evenly













































Figure 3.1: Imaging experiment using 10 MHz frequency, true velocity mode, medium atten-
uation, dense and evenly distributed receiver coverage: (a) migrated images with complete
acquisition (Ne = 320 shots), (b) Ne = 80 shots, (c) Ne = 10 shots, (d) Ne = 2
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are evenly distributed on the receiver geodesic dome, but as I discuss in the next chapter, in
realistic acquisition, the shot-record receiver coordinates are sparse and randomly distributed
on the sphere, which downgrades the migrated image quality.
Here, I evaluate imaging quality for a variable number of receivers on the near array as
exhibited in Figure 3.2(a)-(d). In each migrated image, the receiver coverage is shown in the
upper right corner. For migration, the receivers are selected within the 60-degree aperture
of the reflection angle.
A comparison of the migrated image using 20,000 receivers (Figure 3.2(d)) vs. those using
300 receivers (Figure 3.2(a)) shows clearly that the image quality directly depends on the
number of receivers. However, in Chapter 4, I demonstrate that creating good coverage with
a high number of receivers to perform 3D imaging is impossible with the limited acquisition
time and restricted survey parameters.
3.3 Migrated image quality using different velocity models
An important factor that determines the migrated image quality is the correctness of the
velocity model used for the wavefield reconstruction shown in equation 3.1.
In this demonstration, the migrated images (Figure 3.3-3.5 (a)) are generated based
on the synthetic velocity models (Figure 3.3-3.5 (b)). The migrated image using the true
velocity model shows the best image of the interior structure of an asteroid. In contrast, the
migrated images using incorrect velocity models (smooth and average velocities) fail to show
the reflectivity of the asteroid interior (Figure 3.5). In an actual exploration, the velocity
model is unknown prior to the survey. In this thesis, I focus on applying imaging methods
using the reflection data to image the interior of the asteroid in 3D assuming that the
velocity model is known. Alternatively, with the dual orbiter systems, wavefield tomography
can provide insight about velocity information using multi-offset transmission data (Plessix,






























































































































Figure 3.2: Imaging experiments using correct velocity model and 10 MHz frequency, with
















As dicussed in the preceding chapters, I propose to use two satellites that move in different
orbits to generate multi-offset data. Both transmitter and receiver satellites are equipped
with radar antennas to propagate and receive the electromagnetic waves to and from the
asteroid target. In this section, I design a realistic acquisition with dual orbiter satellites,
analyze the limitation of the acquisition, and improve the coverage of the data to enhance
the image resolution.
4.1 Navigation and data collection design
In Chapter 2, I introduce the geodesic dome concept to create an even distribution of
receiver and source coordinates, and I use these coordinates to perform 3D imaging of the
target. In this chapter, I explain how to use the geodesic dome as a tool to collect the
source and receiver data when both spacecrafts orbit around the asteroid target. When the
acquisition is complete, I can re-sort the multi-offset data (i.e. form a shot gather) so that
one source location has its own set of receiver coordinates. The final shot-record migrated
image is the stack of all the migrated images from different shots.
An asteroid tends to spin around its principal axis of rotation to maintain the lowest en-
ergy state (Pravec et al., 2002). The rate of rotation depends on the size, shape, and interior
structure and composition of an asteroid. The graph in Figure 4.1 shows the normalized
spinning rate (revolution/day) of small asteroids (0.15 km < D < 10 km). For realistic
acquisition design, I configure the asteroid to rotate around its north pole (its principal axis)
with a spinning period of 5 hours. My 3D acquisition design is based on a fixed reference
frame (the asteroid is static relative to the source and receiver locations). Since an asteroid’s
rotational speed is faster than the speed of the revolving spacecraft, I cannot extract the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Pravec et al. (2002) show results of an asteroid rotation rate study that includes
(a) the relationship between the spinning rate distribution and the size of asteroids, (b) the
normalization of the spinning rate of small asteroids (0.15 km < D < 10 km)
source and receiver coordinates using the navigation path of the spacecraft alone, but I must
add the rotational period of the asteroid to the calculation.
For a fixed observer on a moving asteroid (which is our reference frame) during the time
of acquisition, we can view the source and receiver satellites (targets) moving at the same
revolving speed in the opposite direction of the spinning asteroid. Hence, from my reference
frame, it appears that calculating the speed and direction at which a source and receiver
satellite move involves combining the speed and direction of the source and receiver satellite
and the speed of the asteroid rotation as shown in Figure 4.2. The geodesic dome is also
generated within the same asteroid reference frame (i.e., the frame is static relative to the
asteroid location). Using a given orientation and speed of an asteroid, I fix the geodesic
dome (which is related to the asteroid coordinate) in space and adjust the orientation of the
transmitter and receiver satellite orbits so that they rotate at the same relative speed as the
asteroid. This enables one to plot a 2D-ground track map to show the extent of coverage
made by the navigation path of the satellite. I record the positions of all the sources that
lie within the equilateral triangles (from a given geodesic dome) and their corresponding
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Design with the fixed orbit of the transmitter (in black) and receiver satellites
(in pink) in the polar coordinate, (b) ground track representation (asteroid reference frame)
with a constant spinning rate of an asteroid in the longitudinal direction
receiver locations to form shot-record data for the target source.
4.2 Realistic acquisition design
In one acquisition setup, the transmitter and receiver satellites rotate in the same lati-
tudinal plane direction. The radius of the orbit determines the speed and revolving period
of the satellite. The transmitter is located at a 1.9 km radius with a revolving period of
100 hours; the receiver is located at a 2.5 km radius with a revolving period of 151 hours. I
assume that the shape and density of the asteroid and satellites have point-mass distribu-
tion and that they rotate with a perfectly circular motion, which follows Newtons third law.
If the asteroid is fixed, I acquire shot-record data similar to a 2D acquisition and imaging
design because the source and receiver orbits are limited to the same revolving plane. With
the constant spinning rate of an asteroid in the longitudinal direction, I am able to perform
3D imaging using the additional illumination from the spinning asteroid target. From the
asteroid reference frame, both satellites rotate at a speed that includes the additional longi-
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tudinal speed resulting from the spinning asteroid. In general, the rate at which the asteroid
spins is faster than the rate at which the transmitter and receiver rotate, and this creates
the spiral navigation path of the satellite from the fixed asteroid reference frame. At each
source location, I record the corresponding receiver locations and use these coordinates to
perform shot-record imaging. The distribution of receivers for each source varies depending
on the location of the source. The closer the source to the pole, the more receiver coverage
one gets. When the asteroid rotates only in the longitudinal direction, the shot-record data
distribution does not cover the entire spherical surface because both the source and the re-
ceiver are in the same longitudinal plane, which limits data aperture. In other words, the
receiver coordinates are located only within the same longitudinal coordinates as the source.
Thus, when the source and receiver rotate within the same longitudinal orbit, one obtains
only limited aperture due to the size of the source patch.
If one uses a design where the source and receiver rotate within the same latitudinal orbit
and the asteroid rotates in the longitudinal direction, the time of acquisition can be calculated
using the least common multiple of 3 independent orbiting periods: that of the transmitter,
receiver, and the asteroid target. This acquisition time represents the time needed for the
satellite to fly back to the same location and begin repeating the same navigation paths.
The limited shot-record data aperture (due to the limited area of the triangular patch
in the source geodesic dome) is shown in Figure 4.3 (at the equator) and Figure 4.4 (at
the pole). Here, I experiment with increasing the time of acquisition from 1,200 hours to
6,000 hours and observe the density pattern of the shot-record data coverage. The longer
the acquisition time, the more receivers one gets, but the receiver coordinates exist only in
the limited-aperture area shown in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b). I also increase the radius of the
receiver satellite from 2.5 km to 3.1 km, which eventually increases the revolving period of
the receiver orbit. This results in better coverage in terms of radius, but the shot-record








































Figure 4.3: (a) Design with transmitter and receiver satellites in polar orbit with 6,000
hours of acquisition time, (b) shot location at an equator triangular patch with black dots
representing shot and pink dots representing receivers, (c) ground track map of the receiver







































Figure 4.4: Panels (a)-(d) are the same as in Figure 4.3 except for the shot location is















































Figure 4.5: Acquisition design with the fixed orbit of the transmitter and receiver satellites
in the polar orbit: shot-record receiver coverage at (a) 1,200 hours of acquisition time, (b)
6,000 hours. Acquisition design with (c) receiver satellite radius increasing from 2.5 km to
3.1 km (with decreasing orbital speed) shows shot-record receiver coverage at 6,000 hours
For a longitudinally rotating asteroid, dual coplanar orbiter systems are not sufficient to
image the entire target due to the limited receiver coverage in the shot-record domain. Shot-
record receiver coverage (even the shot located at the pole shown in Figure 4.4) from the
coplanar orbiter systems is limited to the location and the area that the transmitter satellite
covers as shown in Figure 4.3. In order to acquire full coverage of the receiver coordinates
for each source, at least one orbital plane has to move around the asteroid target.
4.3 Alternative acquisition designs
To get better receiver-coordinate coverage in a shot-record experiment, I can alter the
source and receiver longitudinal offset and shift the inclinational angle of the receiver orbit
(relative to the angle of the source orbit) to create complete acquisition around the asteroid
target. I show 6 different designs (Figure 4.6) that improve the shot-record data coverage.
In Design 1, the source orbit is fixed at 0 degrees in longitude and the source rotates only
in the latitudinal direction; the receiver orbits shift 36 degrees in the longitudinal direction
every 500 hours. After 6,000 hours, I get full coverage of shot-record data around the
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asteroid. Design 2 has the same setup as Design 1, except that the receiver orbit rotates in
the inclinational (latitudinal) direction. In Design 3, both source and receiver orbits rotate
at different speeds in the opposite longitudinal direction. In Design 4, I alter both source
and receiver orbits in the inclinational direction. In Design 5, I alter the source orbit in
the inclinational direction and shift the receiver orbit in the longitudinal direction. The
only difference between Design 5 and Design 6 is that the source rotates in the longitudinal
direction while the receiver rotates in the latitudinal direction. Designs 1-6 are also listed in
Table 4.1, where T represents transmitter satellite orbit and R represents receiver satellite
orbit. With these designs, I can generate better coverage of the shot-record data within a
given acquisition time.
Because the velocity changes for shifting the satellite orbits in the longitudinal and in-
clinational directions are equal, the energy used is relatively the same for both directions
(Prussing et al., 1993). The coverage and distribution of the receivers for each shot record
migration is shown in the imaging section. After the shot-record data are acquired within
a limited acquisition time, I use the source geodesic dome to rearrange and record the data
in the imaging step. I run migration from partial sources (selected from the geodesic dome
distribution) in the survey. To get the final 3D image, I stack all experimental images from
the selected partial sources.
Inclinational and longitudinal orbital shift mechanics
Near-Earth object (NEO) exploration is a feasible mission due to the low propulsive
change in velocity and a short time of acquisition (less than a year) (Augustine et al., 2009).
Acquisition cost (a critical element for making a launching decision) depends on the energy
used in maneuvering the spacecraft orbit, and this cost directly depends on the change in
velocity value. The velocity change is a scalar quantity that explains the change in spacecraft
velocity required by the propulsive system during the mission (Prussing et al., 1993). The
maneuver requires the velocity change to be orthongonal to the orbital plane. If the shifted
orbital plane remains the same size as the initial plane, the required change in velocity
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(a) Design 1 (b) Design 2 (c) Design 3
(d) Design 4 (e) Design 5 (f) Design 6
Figure 4.6: 3D acquisition designs. For the acquisition time of 6,000 hours, I design 6
possible navigation paths for dual orbiter acquisition. The details (a)-(h) of the acquisition
designs are included in Figures 4.7-4.12.
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where Vi is the initial velocity of the plane and θ is the angle of orbital shifts (Prussing
et al., 1993). Since, NEOs have a low δv (< 4.5 km/s) on average (Elvis et al., 2011), the
additional fuel needed to change the orbital plane is minimized. The six alternative 3D
acquisition designs presented in this thesis are possible in terms of the minimal additional
cost and the mechanics of shifting an orbital plane. The mechanics of performing this shift
involves burning fuel around the intersection points (orbital nodes) of the two orbital planes.
The cost of changing the orbital plane both in the inclinational and longitudinal directions
is the same.
As the coplannar orbiter systems fail to achieve full receiver coverage and at least one
orbital plane shift is required, the cost of changing the orientation of the satellite’s orbital
plane should be considered when choosing an acquisiton design. I select the best design from
Table 4.1: Acquisition Designs
Options Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4 Design 5 Design 6
Polar orbit T T
Longitudinal shift R T and R T R
Inclinational shift R T and R R T
the above 6 choices by observing the distribution of receiver locations in the shot-record
domain, which is shown in Figure 4.7-4.13 (b) and (d). Each design acquires data within the
same time of acquisition. The more evenly distributed the receiver locations on the geodesic
dome, the better the imaging quality (i.e., the higher the signal-to-noise ratio). I use two
analyses to find the best acquisition design. In the first analyss, I discretize the 2D ground
track map (Figure 4.7-4.13 (c)) (showing receiver navigation paths) into rectangular grids
and apply the weighting function, cos(φ), at each binning area, where φ is the latitudinal
information from the receiver. I record the receiver navigation paths on the geodesic dome
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and apply the mean square deviation to each triangular patch on the dome. I then implement
the information gathered from the two analyses for all design experiments (1-6) and select








N ∗ (N− 1)2
, (4.2)
where R is the minimization level, N is the number of patches (discretization grid cells), p is
the number of the patch that represents the receiver discretization both in the rectangular
grid and the geodesic dome, d is the number of receivers located in each patch, and dave is
the average value of the total number of receivers in the domain divided by the number of
patches. In the ideal case, the receiver coordinates are evenly distributed on the area, as
given by d = dave and R = 0. This calculation is the standard deviation of the number of
receivers in a patch scaled by the worst receiver distribution case, where all receivers locate
in only one patches. Hence, when R = 1, all receivers locate in one patch and when R = 0,
the receiver coverage is evenly distributed in the sphere. The number of receivers accounts
for differences in overall density due to the various geometries of the shot-record receivers
within 60-degree reflection angle.
From the optimization analysis of all receivers (Figure 4.13), the receiver distribution
depends only on the navigation path of the receiver satellite. Hence, Designs 1 (Figure 4.7),
3 (Figure 4.9), and 6 (Figure 4.12), where the receiver satellite rotates longitudinally, have
identical distribution of receivers as opposed to Designs 2 (Figure 4.8), 4 (Figure 4.10),
5 (Figure 4.11), where the receiver orbits in the inclinational direction. The longitudinal
orbital shift design repetitively accumulates a large number of receiver coordinates at the
north and south poles in contrast to the inclinational orbital shift design, which has a high
accumulation of receiver coordinates at each equator location (nodal points). By observing
the receiver distribution, I can determine whether to leave one or both spacecraft in polar







































Figure 4.7: Design 1. With the fixed orbit of the transmitter satellite, the receiver satellite
rotates in the latitudinal direction and alters its orbit in the longitudinal direction. (a) 3D
orientation of shifted plane (b) shot location at the equator triangular patch with black dots
representing shot and pink dots representing receivers, (c) ground track map of the receiver







































Figure 4.8: Design 2. The receiver satellite alters its orbit in the inclinational (latitudinal)








































Figure 4.9: Design 3. Both the orbits of the receiver and transmitter satellites shift in the
longitudinal direction at different revolving rates and directions. Panels (a)-(d) are the same







































Figure 4.10: Design 4. Both receiver and transmitter satellites rotate in the latitudinal








































Figure 4.11: Design 5. The orbit of the receiver satellite shifts in the longitudinal direction








































Figure 4.12: Design 6. The transmitter satellite shifts in the longitudinal direction and the
receiver satellite shifts in the latitudinal direction. Panels (a)-(d) are the same as in the
Design 1.
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Figure 4.13: Analysis of receiver coordinate coverage for the six acquisition designs (not
limited to source location and aperture): (a) rectangular grid representation, where φ is the










































































































Figure 4.14: 80 shot-record receiver coverage: (a) geodesic dome optimized representation,











































































































Figure 4.15: 80 shot-record midpoint coverage (fold map): (a) geodesic dome optimized
representation, (b) minimization result on the geodesic dome
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(a)
Figure 4.16: Corresponding migrated images (10 shot) obtained by wavefield-based migra-
tion using realistic acquisition (a) Design 1
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(a)
Figure 4.17: Corresponding migrated images (1 shot) obtained by wavefield-based migration
using realistic acquisition (a) Design 2
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(a)
Figure 4.18: Corresponding migrated images (1 shot) obtained by wavefield-based migration
using realistic acquisition (a) Design 3
50
(a)
Figure 4.19: Corresponding migrated images (1 shot) obtained by wavefield-based migration
using realistic acquisition (a) Design 4
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(a)
Figure 4.20: Corresponding migrated images (1 shot) obtained by wavefield-based migration
using realistic acquisition (a) Design 5
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(a)
Figure 4.21: Corresponding migrated images (1 shot) obtained by wavefield-based migration
using realistic acquisition (a) Design 6
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(fold map) (Figure 4.15 (a)), where the midpoint represents the illumination location on an
asteroid surface and is generated by calculating the midpoint between source and receiver
coordinates relative to the asteroid reference frame. This coverage also shows the distribution
of reflection points on the asteroid target generated from different acquisition designs. The
minimization level is shown in Figure 4.15 (b), where Design 0 is represented the R-value
of the coplanar design, and the Designs 1-6 are shown corresponding to Figure 4.15 (a).
One can easily alter the orbit of the satellites in Designs 1 and 3, and both designs have
identical receiver coverage due to the common receiver navigational paths. In order to choose
between these two designs, one must consider the shot-by-shot receiver coverage. Analysis of
this coverage (Figure 4.14) using 80 shots shows that all 6 acquisition designs provide similar
coverage for receiver coordinates and all 6 designs create higher receiver distribution than
Design 0, which is referred to the coplanar design, in the shot-record domain. Because the
data accumulate over the pole for Designs 1, 3, 6 and at the nodal points for Designs 2, 4, 5,
I reject bins (triangular patches) that have very high counts (where orbits intersect) to avoid
biasing the distribution analysis results. I select 12 triangles with the highest counts and
subtract these counts from the analysis. Without this bias, the standard deviations provide
a result that reasonably represents the distributions of the receivers. There are different ways
to shift the transmitter and receiver satellite orbits, and each acquisition design offers varied
receiver coverage for shot-record imaging. The image quality improvement (due to higher
coverage and the number of shot-record receivers) is not significant when one compares the
migrated image quality of Design 1-6 as shown in Figure 4.16 - Figure 4.21. The acquisition
cost is also much higher for Design 3-6 and therefore should be a crucial factor in the
decision-making process for launching a space exploration program.
Designs 1, 3, and 6 have an inner satellite (receiver) that precesses in the the longitudinal
direction(longitude of the ascending node), while the satellite in Design 2, 4, and 5 precess
in the inclinational direction. Design 3-6 use an equal amount of energy because they apply
the same δv at the same angles to the orbit direction. Thus, the cost of shifting only the
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receiver satellite orbit for Designs 1 and 2 is less than the cost of shifting both the transmitter
and receiver satellite orbits (which need to change their orbits concurrently) for Designs 3-
6. The cost of shifting a spacecraft orbit in the longitudinal or inclinational direction is
approximately the same. Hence, the cost of Designs 3-6 is double the cost of Design 1 and
2. However, one spacecraft in Design 2, 5, 6 must moved 90 degrees before starting to create
a useful coverage map for 3D imaging. Thus, Design 1 is the most efficient solution both in




Following are some concluding remarks about the realistic 3D-imaging and acquisition
design for asteroid exploration:
• The depth of penetration depends on the attenuation controlled by the asteroid conduc-
tivity. With high attenuation, the propagating electromagnetic wave gets attenuated
and disappears before reaching the receiver coordinates at the other side of the target
and therefore, no transmission data exist. The degree of attenuation also depends on
the distance the wave travels inside the attenuated medium.
• 3D data coverage (for a single-shot location) is determined by the time of acquisition,
the rotational velocity of both transmitter and receiver satellites, the spinning rate
of an asteroid, and the size of the triangular patch considered on the source geodesic
dome. As a result, realistic 3D asteroid acquisitions generate non-perfect (not dense
and not uniform) data coverage on the spherical surface, and this data creates imaging
artifacts. Increasing the number of sources and the time of acquisition improve image
quality.
• The signal-to-noise ratio of the migrated image for dual-orbiter acquisition depends
on the density and distribution of the near-array receivers and the number of stacking
shots. For the ideal acquisition design, the receiver locations are sampled every 188
square meters per receiver and 1.41x105 square meters per source. When source and
receiver discretization is optimal and evenly distributed, the noise from cross-talk arti-
facts is reduced. The resolution of the migrated image also depends on the frequency
and the discretization of the model in the finite-difference scheme. The survey design
uses medium-frequency wave propagation to maintain the resolution and to avoid an
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aliasing problem caused by the high frequency bandwidth. I use the aperture to sepa-
rate data for two different image-processing steps: migration (reflection imaging) and
tomography (velocity analysis). Here, I focus on the migration step using the assigned
velocity and electromagnetic model. The tradeoff between acquisition cost and image
resolution is complicated and still needs to be explored in the future. Also, the grid
discretization of the model directly determines the image quality of an asteroid, but
at the same time, a denser grid increases the computational cost for image processing.
• With a spinning asteroid target in the polar orbit beneath the coplannar orbital satel-
lites, the latitudinal and longitudinal receiver coverage eventually fills up the satellite
ground track; however the individual shot-record receiver coverage is limited to the
coplanar direction of source and receiver. The low-earth orbiting (LEO) asteroids nat-
urally precess in the longitude direction due to the minimum torque that is created at
the equatorial bulge.
• I select a 3D acquisition design that offers a high number distribution of receiver coor-
dinates in the shot-record domain. The more evenly distributed the receiver locations
on the geodesic dome, the better the imaging quality. Among the six options, Design I
(i.e., where both receiver and transmitter satellites rotate in the same polar orbit with
different rates of rotation) is the most effective acquisition design because it has the
highest distribution and the best coverage of receiver coordinates per source location.
The corresponding migrated image generated from Design I is geologically comparable
to the migrated image generated from the ideal acquisition (which requires uniform
and dense receiver coordinates).
Imaging the interior structure of comets and asteroids in 3D is attainable using dual
orbiter acquisition systems. The ideal 3D acquisition design provides dense and evenly dis-
tributed receiver coordinates which allow us to accurately image the interior of an asteroid
using reverse-time migration of electromagnetic wavefields. In an actual 3D acquisition de-
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sign, the shot-record receiver coordinates are not evenly distributed and limit the migrated
image quality. I conclude that Design 1, where the transmitter orbits in the polar coordinate
and the receiver orbit shifts in the longitudinal direction, is the most efficient acquisition
design. Even with the long acquisition time, the distribution of shot-record receivers is still
sparse. However, 3D migrated images created from shot-record data of realistic 3D acquisi-
tion designs are reasonably accurate for interpreting the interior structure of an asteroid.
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